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1. 

ABSTRACT 

A tine-dependent, perturbative formalism is developed to describe the 
effect of quantum fluctuations of the quark fields inside a hadronic bag on 
physical observables. This formalism differs from previous ones in that (I) 
all contributions to second order in the QCD coupling constant are generate.; 
systematically and Included in the numerical treatment ; (2) the intermediate, 
sums are carried out over a full set of states consistent with parity and SU(2) 
coupling rules. After removing the logarithmic divergences arising from the 
intermediate state sums in the I-body terms and applying a finite renorealiza
tion, the second order fluctuation corrections to several proton and neutron 
observables are computed. The results obtained are significantly different 
from those obtained in earlier calculations. In no case considered are the 
calculated corrections sufficient to account for existing discrepancies between 
empirical values and lowest order'hadronic bag results for nucléon observables. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The hadronic bag model provides a phenomenological realization of two 
of the major properties attributed to QCD, asymptotic freedom and confinement, 
and at the same time is roughly consistent with baryon spectra and, to a 
lesser extent, with other baryon observables. The original version, proposed 
by the MIT group , possesses simple analytic solutions within the static, 
spherical cavity approximation, but does not incorporate a third property 
of the underlying theory, invariance under chiral transformations, that is 
strongly supported by low energy nuclear phenomenology. In later versions of 
the model, generically designated chiral bag models , this difficulty is 
overcome through the introduction of a phenomenological pion field. This pion 
field, naturally interpreted as the boson field associated with* the Goldstone 

3 4) .• 
realization of chiral symmetry outside the bag ' «permits axial current con
servation to be maintained everywhere. 

Another subject that has recently attracted much interest concerns 
quantum fluctuations of the quark fields in the bag excited by gluon-mediated 
interactions. In soae references an attempt is made to treat such fluctuations 
on the same footing as the Goldstone excitations outside the bag by allowing 

2 5 6) 
the pion field to permeate inside ' * . Other authors handle quantum fluctua
tions explicitly via a perturbative expansion of the quark-gluon interaction 
inside the bag, but ignore the exterior region altogether .He would like 

3 4) . . . 
to adopt a two phase picture ' . Within this picture, there exists inside 
the bag a perturbative phase where asymptotic freedom has been sufficiently 
well realized that a perturbative approach to QCD is justified. Outside is a 
non-perturbative phase that requires a description in terms of collective modes, 
which are dominated by the Goldstone mode underlying the chiral symmetry. At 
the surface the two phases make contact in a coupling determined from general 
conservation principles. 

In the present work we limit our attention to the inside phase only 
and for the sake of simplicity, omit the pion-quark coupling on ,he bag sur
face. Incorporating the pionic degrees of freedom is straightforward within 
a perturbative framework, at least to lowest order. Even if the quark-pion 
interaction is strong enough to require non-perturbative treatment, we still 
expect some kind of perturbative expansion of the quantum fluctuations of 
the fields around a non-perturbative mean field solution to be valid. In that 
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case the formalism developed here is still applicable, although the "bare" 
quark wavefunctions would be different. 

Within these constraints, our aim is to construct a general perturba-
tive formalism for treating the Yang-Mills fields inside the bag analogous to 
the time-ordered propagator formalism developed by Feynman ' for the QED case. 
He will develop this formalism to second order in g, the effective quark-gluon 
coupling constant, and apply it to the calculation of certain nucléon obser
vables ; in particular, the squared electromagnetic charge radius, the nucléon 
magnetic moments, and the axial vector coupling constant and squared charge 
radius. These nucléon observables have received much less attention in the 
literature than the energy but none the less are important for distinguishing 
between different hadronic models. 

Our perturbative formalism relies to a large extent on the conceptual 
12) framework laid down by T.D.Lee in ref. . In the picture developed there, 

•pace is divided into two regions distinguished by their dielectric properties. 
One of these is finite and characterized by a dielectric constant K near unity. 
The other, occupying the infinite volume exterior to the finite region, is 
nearly a perfect dielectric ; i.e. K~0. Confinement arises naturally in this 
picture from a divergence that appears in the gauge field propagator for the 
finite region as the dielectric constant in the exterior region, K , approaches 
zero. Due to this divergence, all color non-singlet states in the theory acquire 
infinite mass in the K •* 0 limit. 

The MIT bag model emerges as a particular limit in this general formu
lation of finite region perturbative QCD and serves as a starting point for 
the present calculations. In particular, we will treat hadrons as color singlet 
conglomerations of quarks moving within a static spherical region of space 
endowed with a constant energy density B. We assume that the quarks interact 
perturbatively via gluon exchange and that both the quark fields and gluon 
fields so generated conform to boundary conditions that confine the color flux 
within the cavity. The gluons in our scheme are always virtual, i.e., occur 
only in intermediate states, and hence, gluon self-couplings don't appear in 
the perturbation expansions for the relevant hadronic operators until fourth 
order in g. Omitting them, the model reduces to Abelian QCD in a cavity with 
boundary conditions on the gauge fields closely resembling those that charac
terize a superconductor in classical electrodynamics (with the E and B fields 
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reversed). Finally, we will assume the cavity radius R to be determined through 

the usual minimization procedure involving the energy function. 

The perturbative formalism employed in the present calculations is 

developed in detail in the succeeding section. There we express the interac

ting fields in the form of integral equations and then expand these equations 

in the zeroth order quark'fields<-.which are quantized in the usual way. Arran

ging the second-quantized operators according to the times at which they act 

and then normal-ordering permits us to generate all the second order diagrams 

in a systematic fashion. We have utilized an operator approach in this proce

dure in preferenceto a wavefunction one since the former approach permits us 

to make closer contact with the results of QED, particularly concerning renor-

malization procedures. In section 3 the various propagators required are cons

tructed using a mode expansion technique in accordance with the Feynman rules 

derived by Lee . Our prescriptio'n here differs from that commonly employed 

in that we retain the full sum over intermediate states in the expansions. 

The philosophy underlying this procedure is discussed fully in section 3. 

Section 4 details various aspects of the formalism-generation of the energy 

denominators through the time integrations, the angular momentum decomposition 

techniques utilized in the spatial integrations, and evaluation of the color-

flavor matrix elements ; while section 5 outlines the regularization procedure 

employed for.the removal of divergences arising from intermediate state sums 

and contains several remarks on general aspects of the renornalization problem 

in a finite cavity. Finally, in the last section, results for both neutrons 

and protons are presented, together with a comparison with previously reported 

results and our conclusions. 

2. FORMALISM 

The baryon observables of interest in this work can all be expressed 

as expectation values of integrated one-body operators of the form 

p = J d 5 * ê|<*> r^t*», 
(2.1) 

where F is a field independent operator, i.e., a collection of flavor and 

Dirac matrices and space and time functions appropriate to the observable 
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in question, and q(x) is the time and space dependent interacting quark field 
inside the bag. Assuming the validity of perturbation theory within the bag, 
we can expand q(x) in powers of the effective QCD coupling constant, g, and 
insert the resulting perturbation series into the expression above. This gives, 

2 to order g , 

r - r0 + ir; + «Kg*) , (2.2> 

with 

where q is the "bare" quark field, i.e., the quark field confined within the 
cavity but not interacting perturbatively with the gluons, and q. is the order 
2 . g correction to q . 

;, As usual with perturbative expansions, the correctly normalized expec
tation value of T, 

<r> = <W*%fi* > / i<f A f t> (2.4) 

is obtained keeping only the connected diagrams in the perturbation series ; 
the disconnected diagrams are cancelled exactly in each order by contributions 
to the normalization integral in the denominator of the same order. W« can 
demonstrate this explicitly in second order by expanding the numerator and 
denominator of (2.4) to order g (N is the number of quarks in the bag) : 

+ ^^^«mecW +^^^?,6.« • (2.5) 
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Here we have used the fact that the bare fields are explicitly normalized. 

Using eq.(2.3) it is apparent that the second and fourth terms in eq.(2.5) cancel 

identically, leaving only the connected diagrams in secoad order. Clearly, wave-

function renorcalization will not affect this result. 

Beginning with the bare fields, the fully interacting quark fields 

within the cavity are generated by the multiple exchange of virtual confined 

gluons, which, in general, can interact among themselves as wall. This can be 

represented by an integral equation that connects the interacting quark field 

with the confined fermion propagator, S_CX. X'), and a source function invol

ving the interacting gluon field, A (x) : 

yn = «̂ xj + 3 J dV SF(*,*'> V V i y V ï f*') . ' (2.6) 
Here p and a are Dirac and color indices respectively, and X is the color 

SU(3) generator of index a . In principle this expression should contain mul

tiplicative renormalization factors ; however, such factors will disappear in 

the course of the normalization procedure outlined above and through the use 

of renormalized fields and masses and consequently, need not be considered ex-

plicitly. This point is discussed more fully in section 5. 

The hadron states considered here are assumed, in lowest order, to 

consist entirely of quarks. Thus, the gluon fields in eq.(2.6) are always 

virtual and can be eliminated in favor of the confined gluon propagatoi, 

D fx,x'), and the color source current, jfj(x)» through the integral equation, 

A^cx') * 3 \ J V O^C*;**) T * V ) . (2.7) 

Eqs.(2.6) and (2.7) are the integral equations of motion in our formalism and 

are, in principle, valid independently of perturbation theory in the same sense 

as the LSZ formalism.Assuming perturbation theory to be valid, they may be 

employed to generate the perturbation series for q(x), the second term of which 

results when the interacting fields in eqs.(2.6) and (2.7) are replaced by the 

bare ones. 

Note that we have absorbed the factor 1/2 usually associated with X into the 
definition of g. 
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The color current in eq.(2.7) contains, in general, both quark and 
gluon components ; the gluon components, however, which arise from the non-
Abelian three and four gluon vertices in QCD, contribute terms of at least 
fourth order in g to (2,6) and hence, may be omitted in a second-order 
calculation. The color current is then just 

TAXI * ^wy,r^w , (2.8) 
where now and hereafter the quark fields are the bare ones. Inserting this 
relation into (2.7) and combining (2.6) and (2.7) with (2.3), we finally 
obtain the equations that define our formulation of cavity perturbation theory : 

ti>rx> « 2<qa> (2.9) 

and 

(2.10) 

2 with a > g /4TT. 

The expression above for T contains four quark field operators, each 
consisting of a particle piece and an anti-particle piece : 

y> = Z [**<*» b* + /^(*i <C] m (2.M) 
Here b a and d a are second quantized operators that destroy particles and 
create anti-particles respectively with quantum numbers a, and u (x) and v (x) 
are the corresponding particle and anti-particle time and space dependent 
wavefunctions. In eq.(2.10) these operators should be arranged in sequences 
ordered according to the times at which the operators act. Normal ordering the 
resulting sequences then yields the complete set of time-ordered diagrams that 
comprise T»,. 

To illustrate this procedure, let us examine a particular term in 
eq.(2.10), that obtained by keeping only the particle contributions to (2.11) 
in each of the four field operators in (2.10). If we then associate the sub
scripts a and y with the creation operators acting at times t and t" respecti
vely and the subscripts 6 and 5 with the destruction operators acting at 
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times t' and t", we can represent the operator sequence, ordered in time, by 

- r f b : ^ ^ ? = b:^; i» sert-t ' )e(t ' .n 

+ b„+b* bj b, ea-t*) e(t*-*') + b^bjby bé ©(*'-t)e<*-t") 

+ b/ib*b4b* ©(4'-t">ett"-£) + bjbjbjfy ©fc"-0 ©ft-i') 

+ b;b4^b+e(**-*')©tt'-<) , < 2 " , 2 > 

where the theta-functions specify the time sequence associated with each term 

in the series. Note here that no use has y».t been made of the fermion anti-

commutation relations so that eq.(2.12) is not a time-ordered product in the 

usual sense. The anti-commutation relations manifest themselves only when the 

operator products in each term are normal ordered. This yields the, result, 

omitting vacuum fluctuation terms (terms containing two 6-functions) and 

terms involving the product S b b. .(which violate color cons:cation in re

quiring a color singlet current and a gluon to be joined to the same particle-

anti-particle loop) : 

+ eit"-t') ec-k-i") + etf-t) ] + e<±'-t> [ ©«"-* ) 

+ ew'-t) ett '-t") + ©#-*") l | + Su b*b f o(*-t') e«*-«) 

x f ert-t') ett'-t") - eft'-t)[©(t-t«) + e(t"-t)ew-t«ï]J. 
(2.13) 

Two types of terms appear in this last expression- terms containing 

four second quantized operators and terms in which two of the operators have 

been contracted to a 6-function in the indices. Diagrammatically, the first 

type correspond LO a class of diagrams where the gluonic interaction involves 

two different external quark lines. Such diagrams will be designated two-body 

diagrams. Each contains one internal gluon line and one internal fermion line 

representing the gluon and fermion propagators, respectively, in eq.(2.10). 

3oth internal lines are time-ordered, as specified by the corresponding theta-

function product in eq.(2.l3). In particular, the time-orderings S(t-t') 

and 0(t?-t) correspond to forward and backward directed fermion lines, i.e., 
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quark and anti-quark lines respectively ; while 3(t'-t") and 0(t"-t') desi
gnate forward and backward directed gluon lines. 

The other class of teims, those with one operator pair contracted, cor
respond to diagrams where the gluon emission and absorption involves a single 
external line. Such one-body diagrams contain a third internal line, in addi
tion to those associated with the gluon and fermion propagators, which arises 
from the contraction of the two fermion operators and which is represented 
by the 5-functions appearing in eq.(2.!3). In some of these diagrams, those 
corresponding to the ^, b bg terms in (2.13), the two internal fermion lines 
are joined at the external operator insertion (the V vertex) between the two 
gluon vertices. Such diagrams are designated vertex diagrams since they essen
tially represent vertex corrections of order g 2. In the remaining one-body 
diagrams, the internal fermion lines are joined at one of the gluon vertices 
so that the gluon vertices and the operator insertion are separated. These 
diagrams have the character of quark self-energy corrections and, in part, 
take account of effects arising from renormalization of the quark masses in 
the bag due to perturbative gluonic interactions. Consequently, they are 
termed mass renormalization diagrams, although they take account of wave-
function renormalization effects as well. 

The full set of diagrams generated by the normal ordering procedure 
outlined above is displayed in figure I. Here we have included not only the 
diagrams associated with eq.{2.13) but also those arising from other combinations 
of the particle and anti-particle operators appearing in eq.(2.11). The various 
diagrams in the figure have been grouped in subsets of diagrams characterized 
by a common spatial structure. Thus, for example, the two-body diagrams Al, 
A2,and A3 differ only in their time orderings ; their spatial structures are 
identical. The same is true for the three two-body "B" diagrams. Note that in 
the enumeration of these diagrams, we have implicitly assumed that the baryon 
states with respect to which expectation values are to be taken contain par
ticles only in lowest order. Here we to treat more complicated states contai
ning both quarks and anti-quarks in lowest order, additional diagrams with 
external anti-particle lines would have to be considered. Moreover, we have 
included only those diagrams that appear in the expansion of r„ 2 defined 
by eq.(2.10). The other set of diagrams contributing to 611, those comprising 
T.Q, have been included in the expectation value of ÔL through the factor 2 
in eq.(2.9). 
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Not all of the one-body diagrams displayed in fig.1 need be considered 
explicitly. In particular, using the particle-anti-particle conjugation pro
perties of the gluon and external operator vertices [appendix A -eqs.(A.4), 
(A.5) and (A.16)-(A.18)1 , it can be shown analytically that the vertex dia
grams El and B2 cancel diagrams CI and C2 exactly. Thus, among the vertex 
diagrams only diagrams A and D require explicit consideration. It can be 
argued, moreover, that those diagrams associated with quark self-energy cor
rections - the mass renormalization diagrams in fig.l- are already accounted 
for through the renormalization of the masses and fields that appear in the 
cavity Lagrangian. In free space this is the case provided at least one fer-
mion line attached to the self-energy loop is on-shell, i.e. obeys the free 

13) Dirac equation (see, for example, ref ), a condition satisfied by all 
fermion self-energy diagrams in second order. Since in the bag, the free Dirac 
equation is satisfied by the fields associated with external fermion lines, 
we believe the same considerations to be applicable, independently of the 
boundary conditions. Certainly, if one were to include the mass renormaliza-
tion diagrams explicitly in the evaluation of <6r,> , double counting pro
blems would arise. Consequently, these diagrams have been omitted in the pre
sent calculations. 

To evaluate the Contributions to r Q 2 arising from the diagrams discussed 
above, we must carry out the time and space integrations indicated in eq.(2.10). 
The time integrations are relatively straightforward, once energy conservation 
is imposed, and yield the energy denominators associated with the various 
diagrams. To perform the space integrations, >'e employ standard partial wave 
decomposition techniques to effect a separation of the radial and angular 
integrations. Recasting the various vertex operators in terms of irreducible 
spherical tensor operators then reduces the angular integrations to familiar 
S0(2) matrix elements. The radial integrals require numerical treatment. Finally, 
we must evaluate the color-flavor matrix elements appropriate to the external 
operator and hadron state considered. 

The mechanics of this program are developed and discussed in more detail 
in section 4 and the appendices. However, before any integrals can be evaluated, 
it is necessary to construct the fermion and gluon propagators that appear in 
eq.(2.10) for T.. and specify the particle and anti-particle wavefunctions in 
the expression for the quark fields. He will address ourselves to this task 
in the next section. 
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3. PROPAGATORS 
The Green's function problem encountered in bag models is complicated 

by surface boundary conditions that make closed form solutions impractical or 
difficult to obtain. For this reason the bag propagators are usually expanded 
in modes. Even where closed forms are known, mode expansions may be preferable 
since they are separable in their spatial coordinates term by term. Thus, in 
problems involving multi-dimensional integrals over several spatial variables, 
such as the problem at hand, the use of mode expansions simplifies the nume
rical procedure by making the various integrals independent of one another. 
Of course, by introducing infinite sums over the mode labels in loop diagrams, 
mode expansions may disguise otherwise recognizable divergences. This is not 
an insurmountable obstacle, however, as we will discuss in section 5. 

Expanding the propagators in modes reduces the Green's function problem 
to a finite cavity mode problem with boundary conditions generated variational-
ly from the QCD Lagrangien with additional color surface terms. In this section, 
we will treat the mode expansion approach to cavity propagators in some detail, 
basing our discussion to a large extent on the general framework developed by 
T.D. Lee in ref.'Z). 
3.1. Quarks 

1 14) He begin with the phenomenological Lagrangian proposed in ref. » to 
describe a. collection of non-interacting quarks within a finite cavity s 

«£» s P?a*-"0*+ B ] ©e-wrr- " * + *• . (3.1) 

Here ̂  is a 4-eomponent Dirac spinor, m is the quark effective mass, B is the 
bag constant, and 6„ is a surface fi-function. Variation of XB with respect 
to ip yields two Euler-Lagrange equations that determine the quark cavity modes : 
the Dirac equation, 

(LjX-vn) «k*> * © , ( 3 2 ) 

and for a static, spherical cavity, the surface boundary conditio», 

(1/ * ) +<*) « + « , r«R , (3.3) 

where x » (x,t) and R is the bag radius. 

The general stationary solutions to the Dirac equation are well-known 
and can be conveniently labelled by a radial quantum number n, the total 
angular momentum J, and a quantum number X » ±1 which distinguishes between 
the two orbital angular momentum states associated with a particular J. For 15) each set of quantum numbers o • (n,J,X), there are two degenerate solutions , 
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iM*> - -K L X ^ ( P - r i I T / " c*> (3.4) 

and 

(3.5) 

corresponding respectively to particle and anti-particle modes of energy u 
2 2 1/2 

and momentum p„ " («L-» ) . In these expressions, A • J+ 1/2A . and A* • J- 1/2X 
are the upper and lower component (with respect to the particle solution) orbi
tal angular momenta, N is a normalization constant defined by the requirement 

f d3X ul<«) ".,<$) = \A3* "Ç«}*C(*) - 1 , (3.6) 
M 

fi • P„/(u„+">)> ^»(P a
r^ * s a s P h e r * c a l Bessel function, and "U «*(*) * s t^B 

spinor spherical harmonic of total angular momentum and projection J and M 
obtained by coupling the ordinary spherical harmonic Y. (x) and the 2-component 
Fauli spinor X„ : 

Inserting either solution into the boundary condition, eq.(3.3), yields the 
eigenvalue equation, 

fo'i?"*) = - -JJ ^CP«R) , (3.8) 
which fixes the mode energies and momenta. The choice n-1, J-l/2, and X«-l 
reduces the general solutions, in the zero mass limit, to the familiar MIT 
ground state solutions : 

(3.9) 

and 
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(3.10) 

with C0jgR » 2.04. 

Since the mode solutions form a complete set, the classical quark 
field can be expanded in modes, 

i«Vt | N-?#,* > = I [U*<*> e" ̂  *>* + "&<# C " ^ * J 7 <3.1 1) 
and then quantized in the usual manner by elevating the classical coefficients, 
b and d , to the level of destruction operators (particle and 'anti-particle, 
respectively) and requiring that these operators satisfy the standard anti-
commutation relations, 

The fermion propagator is just the vacuum expectation value of the time ordered 
product of q and q. Using the quantized version of (3.11) for the fields, one 
obtains 

P M L 

- /V5CS) ̂ - ^ C ** f c W" t° « & ' - " ] ' (3.12) 
The first term here clearly describes a particle propagating forward in time, 
the second term an anti-particle propagating backward in time. 

It is important to recognize that the validity of a mode expansion 
depends upon use of a complete set of cavity eigenmodes. If the mode sum in 
eq.(3.12) is cut off at some finite value of the orbital angular momentum, 
without ensuring that higher partial wave contributions are negligible, the 
resulting propagator will not satisfy the equations that define the underlying 
Green's function problem. In the formalism developed here, this point is 
crucial since propagators enter the formalism precisely as Green's functions 
via eqs.(2.6) and (2.7). Of course, the quark cavity .modes with J> 1/2 do not 
satisfy the local pressure balance equation, an observation which has motivated 
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some authors to exclude these modes in calculations of quantum fluctuations. 
We believe two considerations justify a different point of view on this 
issue. First, the pressure-balance equation is not an Euler-Lagrange equation 
derived from the bag Lagrangian but is a subsidiary condition, which, in 
principle, should be used to determine the cavity surface through a self-
consistent procedure involving the full set of equations. Such a self-consistent 
determination of the cavity surface is so enormously difficult in practice, 
though, that one has had to resort to a very simple parametrization of the 
surface, a parametrization involving but a single parameter, the bag radius. 
That this parametrization is too restricted to accommodate the local pressure-
balance equation over the whole mode space does not justify cutting the mode 
space, in our view, but simply reflects the limitations of the spherical ap
proximation. The second consideration has to do with the pressure-balance equa
tion itself. Locally, pressure balance is a classical concept. In a quantum 
mechanical system, one with quant'um fluctuations, only the expectation value 
of the stress-energy tensor is well-defined, so that pressure balance should be 
viewed as a global, rather than local, requirement. In that case, it is nothing 
more than the condition that the energy be minimized with respect to the bag 
parameters, a condition which will obviously not restrict intermediate states 
in any way. 

3.2. Gluons 

Thus far the discussion has been limited to confined, but perturbatively 
non-interacting quarks (bare quarks). Now we relax this restriction and allow 
the quarks in the bag to interact. The quark fields then act as a source of 
gluons, whose appearance in the bag is reflected in the bag Lagrangian through 
the introduction of a quark-gluon interaction term and a gluon kinetic term. 
The complete Lagrangian is 

*v-s fe*yvA;+ - i F P F M * ] E U , (3.14) 

"O >»"~)lao«i (3.13) 

with 

where the gluon field tensor, F V , is given by 
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when gluon self-couplings are neglected (for the reasons given in the preceding 
section). 
Variation of the additional terms in X. with respect to A* yields the gluon 
source equation, 

and the surface boundary condition, 

for an arbitrary surface ^ . In addition to these tvo equations, a subsidiary 
gauge fixing condition is required to uniquely determine the gluon fields. If, 

12) 
as in ref. , we adopt the Coulomb gauge, 

V- A* S O , (3.18) 

then the space cotnponencs of the gluon field are purely transverse and the time 
component reduces to a static, confined Coulomb field, $(*)• This is an especial
ly convenient gauge choice for our purposes, since in this gauge the time and 
space components of the gluon Euler-Lagrange equations decouple. Thus, in the 
construction of the gluon propagator, the transverse and Coulomb contributions 
can be treated completely independently. 

To obtain the transverse "part of the propagator, we employ a mode 
expansion technique analogous to that utilized in connection with the fermion 
propagator. The relevant mode equations are given by the spatial components 
of the Euler-Lagrange equations, eqs.(3.16) and (3.17), after removing the 
quark current from the right-hand-side of (3.16), inserting the gauge condition, 
eq.(3.l8), and using eq.(3.15) to express the field tensor in terms of the mode 
wavefunctions. One obtains, for a static, spherical cavity, 

(**+*£) A"t*> = 0 , (3.19) 

(3.20) 
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(3.21) 

and 

x x(Vx <â*<x) ) s o , r = R , 

«here to, is the mode energy, and the first boundary condition is just the 

gauge condition on the surface. 

For a particular choice of the radial quantum number n, orbital angular 

momentum i, > 0, and projection m, eqs.(3.19) and/(3.20) have two independent 

solutions , 

<£«> • ' £ ' * < * > & . * 
with parity (-) and 

Jt+1 
with parity (-) , where the normalization constants are fixed by the 

(3.32) 

(3.23) 

requirement 

(3.24) PAI*:L«I V - * . 
and the vector spherical harmonic, Y.«, , is defined in terms of the ordinary 

spherical harmonic Y„. and the unit spherical vector ê by 
& m. m— 

1 a 

These two solutions are usually designated the transverse electric and trans

verse magnetic mode solutions respectively, but in some references this desi

gnation is reversed. Here we will conform to the usual notation. The eigenvalue 

equations which determine the mode energies are derived by inserting the 

general solutions into the second boundary condition, eq.(3.21). This yields 

éHl«Sr)1 
rsR 

and 

4,(00 «o 

- ° (3.26) 

(3.27) 
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28) 

for the electric and magnetic modes respectively. 

With a complete set of transverse modes specified, we can construct 
the corresponding field operators in the same manner as for the quark case 
with the result 

for K » E,M, where a . is a transverse gluon destruction operator of color 
index a. Evaluating the vacuum expectation value of the time-ordered product, 
T{Aa,At } , then yields the time-dependent transverse propagator : 

4 H=E,M 4 

(3.29) 

The energy factor here ensures that the propagator is properly normalized and 
has the correct dimensions. 

In general all multipoles must be included in the mode sum in the 
expression above ; however, for the 2-body contributions to T..», since one 
of the gluon vertices always involves a pair of external quark lines, which, 
by definition, represent bare quarks in the ground. IS mode, the SD(2) coupling 
rules can only be satisfied for S.= 1 (the transverse propagator has no £-0 
contributions). Parity considerations impose the further requirement that the 
gluon parity be negative. Consequently, only the £«1 electric multipole con
tributes to the transverse propagator in the 2-body diagrams. For the 1-body 
diagrams, on the other hand, there is no such restriction. 

The static Coulomb propagator is somewhat less straightforward to treat. 
In free space it assumes the simple form 

<Xf <*,*') - (*f •*-*'! ) " * (3-30) 

satisfying the Green's function equation, 
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v*<xc <*,*') = - S t a ^ - x ' , (3.31) 

and the Neumann boundary condition 

£• VGC<2,S'> = O ( 3 < 3 2 ) 

on an arbitrary surface at infinity surrounding the origin. For a confined 

system, the propagator is not defined on surfaces at infinity ; hence, the 

boundary condition here obviously cannot be satisfied. He must replace it 

by a boundary condition on the cavity surface, which will have to contain an 

inhomogeneity to remain consistent with the Green's function equation. For a 

spherical cavity, the required boundary condition is 

%• V<r c<&*'> = - ( * f f R * ) - 1 , r = R . (3.33) 

Confinement also alters the propagator itself through the addition of 

extra terms. Expanding these in partial waves and combining with the free 
12) 

propagator yields the confined propagator , 

SA* = srrl^i +„!•„ dbW<s£ ^>v>.<3. 34) 
The propagator here is not the complete propagator, however, but only a part 

of it. This can be readily seen within the Lee formalism mentioned in the 

introduction. In that formalism the full propagator is expanded in a power series 

in Km, the color dielectric constant in the region external to the cavity. In 

addition to the expression above, which is independent of K , this expansion 
-1 

contains a constant term proportional to <m , as well as terms linear and of 

higher order in K œ. In the MIT bag limit, K K •* 0 so that the term proportional 

to K n diverges. Since this terra is independent of the spatial coordinates and 

therefore always associated with the total color charge of the hadronic state 

considered, it will not contribute to any physical quantity for color singlet 

states, but will introduce infinities in any physical quantity for color non-

singlet states. Thus, identification of the propagator given by eq.(3.34) as 

the confined Coulomb propagator presumes that a restriction to color singlet 

states has already been made at the outset. 

As discussed in section 2, the 2-body contributions to T.. involve static, 
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as «ell as non-static, gluon exchanges so that the gluon propagator appearing 
in these 2-body terns will have both transverse and Coulombic components. In 
connection with the transverse components, it was pointed out previously 
that for the 2-body diagrams, SU(2) coupling rules and parity restrictions 
limit the multipole sum in the transverse propagator to the 2." I electric 
contribution. Similar considerations apply to the Coulomb propagator : because 
of the restrictions imposed by parity and the SU(2) coupling rules, only the 
£>0 term in the multipole sum contributes in the 2-body diagrams. In contrast 
to the 2-body diagrams, the non-cancelling 1-body vertex diagrams involve only 
non-static gluon exchanges and consequently, only the transverse component of 
the gluon propagator. Thus, only the £»0 part of the Coulomb propagator, given 
by 

«"o <**~ ) * ** *V » (3.35) 

is required for the present calculations. In analogy with the fermion and 
transverse gluon propagators, we could expand this expression in modes. However, 
because of ambiguities arising from the inhomogeneity in the boundary condition 
and the existence o£ a zero energy solution to the mode equations, we prefer 
to use the closed form, even though it leads to non-separable spatial integrals 
in eq.(2.10). 

4. DEVELOPMENT : ENERGY DENOMINATORS, SPATIAL INTEGRATIONS, AMD COLOR-FLAVOR 
MATRIX ELEMENTS 

Having obtained explicit expressions for the propagators and fields 
present in eq.(2.10) for T-,, w e c a n D O W e 3 C P o l m d *-n some detail the integration 
procedures outlined at the conclusion of section 2. Let us first discuss the 
time integrals. Since time dependence appears in the formalism only in the form 
of exponentials and step functions, as is evident in eqs.(3.11),(3.12) and (3.29), 
these integrals can be performed straightforwardly. After using energy conser
vation, they just yield the energy denominators associated with each diagram. 

To illustrate this with a specific example, consider the three time-
ordered 2-body diagrams designated Al, A2, and A3 in fig.l. If we associate 
the mode labels f and g with the fermion and transverse gluon propagators and 
the labels ot,B,Y. and 6 with the other quark lines as specified in fig.2, 
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the time integrals for the transverse gluon contribution to diagram Al can 
be written 

—C O 

(4.1) 

To carry out the integrals here, we employ the standard relation, 

tj e ^ d t «£ £ , tJt « «K - -—. -i'****;, (4.2) 
and eliminate the imaginary 6-function through the requirement, ui 1 0, This 
principal value prescription guarantees simultaneously that the time integrals 
will all be finite and the observables, by definition real, will be free from 
imaginary contributions. Note in eq.(4.1) that due to the presence of the gluon 
energy, u , the possibility that the argument of the exponential vanishes can 
only occur in one of the integrals, not both. Using energy conservation, 

the t"-integration in eq.(4.1) yields 

which reduces to 

-̂baw Wl) * [(^i ~ «^) ( Wy + «j - ̂ i ) ] (4.4b) 
after the t*-integration is performed. The corresponding results for diagrams 
A2 and A3 are 

and 
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In eqs.(4.4b) and (4.5), the principal value prescription restricts the values 
of w, and (i) such that u. i u . For the other energy factors there is no 
restriction due to the occurrence of the gluon energy, which prevents those 
factors from ever vanishing. It is worth noting here that the time independence 
of these expressions, and hence, that of the observables, is directly related 
to energy conservation. 

The three diagrams considered above differ only in their time orderings ; 
their spatial structures are identical. Consequently, the three denominators 
given by eqs.(4.4b-4.6) can be combined to obtain an overall energy denominator 
that will multiply the common spatial integrals characterizing the three dia
grams. For the transverse gluon contribution to the 2-body A-diagrams, this 
overall denominator is 

itz) ,_„ 4 r 3-c?a . 
(4.7) 

with the restriction, u. + ui. 
The remaining diagrams in fig.l can all be treated through the same procedure ; 
i.e., by first evaluating the time integrals for each time-ordered diagram 
and then combining denominators associated with a common spatial structure. 
This yields 

(4.9) 

and 

d W s G D ^ - [ ( ^ + «J„+aJ â)( <»+ + ^IT + M j ) ] " 1 (4.10) 

for the 2-body B-diagrains and non-cancelling 1-body vertex diagrams respecti
vely, where the correspondence between the mode labels f,g,a,B,Y, and 6 and 
the various quark and gluon lines in the diagrams is again specified in fig.2. 

As noted in the previous section, the Coulomb propagator does not 
contribute to.the 1-body diagrams, since these require non-static gluon 
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exchanges. To obtain the Coulomb contributions to the 2-body diagrams, ue 

combine the diagrams of each 2-body class, insert a 6-function, â(t"-t'), to 

represent the Coulomb propagator time dependence, and carry out the t" and t" 

integrations as before. For the 2-body A-diagrams this gives 

4 (A) = e*p Cfco., -*>, ) t] J °" Jt' e(i-f ) exj>[*«*+- <̂ j) V 1 

x (" dt" &tt"-t' ) « j» C i (<V «fj ) t"] 

(4.11) 

and for the 2-body B-diagrams, 

With the time integrations performed, eq.(2.10) for r Q, can now be 

expanded in a series of terns, each containing one of the energy denominators 

given by eqs.(4.7)-(4.12). In particular, using eq.(3.1I) for the quark fields 

and eqs.(3.12) and (3.29) for the fermion and transverse gluon propagators, 

we have 

HI* - ^* C C ) + r j + r f l n i ) (4.i3) 

with 

x a* r tyx» u*\*" \y$*i + t^i + Hi )"4 û* r/1/7 £} 

and 
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^ 
(+rans) r 

{£-<£ 
_ A 

K 

b* I»; ly I* + [ d £ . (A) a* r u.f(x> a, Y • ô7X- u y ( s') 

(4.15) 

where K » E,M (electric and magnetic) and Che indicated sums are over all the 

relevant mode, color, and isospin degrees of freedom. The overall sign asso

ciated with each term here is just the product of that originating from the 

time and normal ordering prescription described in section 2 and that appearing 

in eq.(3.12) for the fermion propagator. In eq.(4.14) we have employed a gene

ral expression for the Coulomb propagator ; however, as discussed in the previous 

section, once nucléon matrix elements are taken, only the £ ' 0 term in the 

expression for G will survive. 

We are now confronted with the spatial integrals in eqs.(4.14) and (4.15). 

These are quite formidable in comparison with the time integrals since they 

are three-dimensional, and since the spatial dependence of the fields and 

propagators is intertwined with the spin dependence in a non-trivial fashion. 

Their complexity can be reduced considerably, however, by expanding the inte

grands in partial waves. Since in each partial wave, the radial and angular 

functions factor, such an expansion effectively reduces the dimensionality 

of the integrals from three to one. More specifically, each integral is trans

formed into a series of terms, each containing a linear combination of radial 

integrals with SU(2) matrix elements of spherical tensors as coefficients. Thus, 

by expanding in partial waves, we separate the spatial integrations into two 

distinct tasks : evaluation of the SU(2) matrix elements, which can be carried 
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out by standard techniques, and integration of the radial functions, which, 
in general, must be accomplished numerically. 

The first step in this procedure - construction of the angular momentum 
expansions of the propagators and fields - has already been carried out In the 
previous section, yielding vertex functions in the form of products of spatial 
functions and Dirac matrices sandwiched between Dirac 4-spinors. The next step 
is to reduce these vertex functions to products of radial functions and sphe
rical tensors bracketted between eigenstates of the total and orbital angular 
momentum. The angle-integrated vertex functions are then just linear combinations 
of products of the radial functions and matrix elements of the spherical tensors. 
The procedure for accomplishing this vertex reduction is described in detail in 
appendix A. Here we summarize the results and apply them in the derivation of 
reduced expressions for the various spatial integrals. 

Let us first consider the quark-gluon vertices involving transverse 
gluons. Only two such transverse vertices need be considered, as two of the 
four vertices are related to the other two by particle - anti-particle conjuga
tion. It is convenient to define a number of radial functions through the 
relations 

{^ cr> = - | A4, Aj* H.* Op a-yCS^y; r) ( 4.,8> 

and 

with 

* r i**, *f > 0 s ^ <f«r> -fy ( R . r ) (4.19) 

where p and p R are the momenta associated with quarks a and 6, and all other 
subscripted quantities are defined as in eqs.(3.4) and (3.5). In terms of 
these radial functions, the transverse vertex functions obtained in appendix A 
are (color matrices suppressed) 
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a-r aï. v*> • -* jc^^*tfo 
y;<r» U*<Y».-*) V e ' + ^ r l ^ ( i * ^ " - ' , * > V , l , 

(4.20) 

<•*> ; ... W) 

(4.21) 

and 

Here n and £ are the gluon radial quantum number and angular momentum, the 

constants CV;, are given by 

-CEÎ ..(JE) , 

£*<«' * "n* 5 * < 4- 2 3 ) 

and 

fox the electric and magnetic modes respectively, the operator S{o",Y.,i } is 

defined by 

S i * X«ul » 3 * * ) ( Ï*W *) - sr- 3Ui , ( 4. 2 5 ) 

M 
and 1/ (x) M t/» . (x) and Y„„i are the spinor and vector spherical harmo-

3 a o Vet m 

nies defined by eqs.(3.7) and (3.25) respectively. For the conjugate transverse 

vertices, we have the simple relation 

*« Ï- Ai,. ^ = C-) W f J • A M < >_„, ̂  , (4.26) 

valid for both < • E, M and w » u,v. 
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and 

(4.32) 

where the transverse functions. S and t/ , are defined by 
w uu uv ' 

* S W W ^ W ) + <•*» *** X*<- * * ''/s> ̂ W i "*' )l 
- i ' (4.33) 

and 

with 

for A * +,-,a, or T and with explicit expressions for the reduced matrix 

elements, 

<«lB"^tf|S>S <(&'/*)X II TjfltylMVfy , (4.36) 

given in appendix B. 

In these relations no special restrictions have been imposed on the 

angular momentuis states involved ; eqs.(4.30)-(4.32) are valid for any combi

nai ion at quark snd gluon ûtodes consistent with parity constraints and the 
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SU(2) coupling rules. The class of transverse functions actually required in 

the present calculations is rather limited, however..In particular, since 

expectation values of I"., will b e evaluated only for hadronic states consisting 

entirely of ground state quarks, all external lines in the diagrams must repre

sent quarks in the IS. ,, node. For the 1-body terns, this restriction applies 

to two of the four quark states involved in the two transverse vertices ; for 

the 2-body terms, it applies to three of them. 

The Coulomb quark-gluon vertices are such simpler than the transverse 

vertices since the Coulomb propagator does not couple to the spin degree of 

freedom of the quarks, and, with the 1*0 restriction discussed in the previous 

section, does not introduce any angular dependence. Consequently, the angular 

integrals of the relevant vertex functions are separable. Suppressing color 

factors and using the results of appendix A, these integrals are given by 

f dfl iCUp&î = U^n+^fr»] t^Sy^i^ (4-37) 

and 

(4.38) 

where the radial functions are identical to those defined previously. For the 

matrix element appearing in the second expression, we have 

u 

(4.39) 

which reduces to 

<<* I £"• * » H > = " $ru •/* i t i SM^M* (4.40) 

for the case of present interest (the index 8 always labels an external quark 

line). Thus, in terms of the once-integrated radial Coulomb function, 
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£(r) s [*arV'*GfcVî[C.s t r'' + W - » * ' ' ! ( 4 4 | ) 

with G given by eq.(3.35), the integrated Coulomb vertices are simply 

\ dVf <JV U^CX') Gtyr'> <V*4k"' ^ y M , 

and 

- W s«.-r <*% V » ! * r " J r ' f *> ' ' C t r ' ' ' «.„, 
where n. is the radial quantum number associated with the internal fermion 

line, and the factor 6 g . l g restricts the states of the 3, Y and 6 external 

lines to the IS. ., mode. 

The last group of vertices that require consideration are those invol

ving 'the external operator insertions that yield the various observables. In 

the present.calculations, five operators are treated, defined by 

T ( 9 ^ S y°Q (4.44) 

f" <r£„) s r *y 'Q (4.45) 

r< 3„> -c y ^ c , , (*.47) 

and 

f w > H r - y 3 y s r 3 ï 
(4.48) 
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corresponding to the vector coupling constant, squared electromagnetic charge 

radius, nucléon magnetic moments, and the axial vector coupling constant and 

squared charge radius respectively. Here 

Q = i( l+**3) (4.49) 

is the quark charge operator.Aside from the charge operator and the r 2 factor 

in (4.45), the first two quantities above yield the same angle-integrated ver

tex functions as the Coulomb quark-gluon vertices. For the other operators, 

the results of appendix A integrated over angles yield the functions (with 

isospin and charge operators suppressed) 

88 îri*M[<*lSi%&Vi> -*<*****>! , ( 4 50) 

(4.51) 

(4.52) 

and 

( an. ûrfr*y^/tfj(x> 

where ê- is the unit vector in the z-direction, the radial functions are again 

those defined previously, and the exponent S in the last two expressions takes 

the value zero for the axial coupling constant and two for the squared charge 

radius. 
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As happened for the transverse vertex functions, application of the 
Wigner-Eckart theorem to these expressions converts the angular momentum ma
trix elements to products of reduced matrix elements and a common factor that 
contains all of the magnetic quantum number dependence. Specifically, 

„ (4.54) 

«here T ) n represents any of the operators appearing in the matrix elements. 
By inserting this relation into eqs.(4.50)-&.53) and integrating over the ra
dial coordinate, we can express the spatial integrals of the external operator 
vertices in terms of radial integrals and reduced matrix elements in an obvious 
way. For the sake of brevity the explicit expressions are not given here . 

To extract observables from the integrated expressions for the external 
operators, we must still evaluate the color and flavor matrix elements of r 0 2 

for the relevant hadronic states. Within the present formulation, it is conve
nient to express the hadronic wavefunctions in second quantized form, i.e., 
as antisymmetrized products of particle creation operators acting on the per-
turbative vacuum. The required matrix elements are then obtained by contracting 
the creation and destruction operators in eqs.(4.14) and (4.15) with these 
wavefunction operators in all possible ways and multiplying by the approriate 
factors from the color and flavor matrices. For each hadronic state and fla
vor operator considered, this procedure must be carried out separately for the 
1 and 2-body contributions to r o„. Below we summarize the results, leaving 
further details concerning the mechanics of the procedure to appendix C. 

For spin-up protons, the color and flavor-summed 1-body matrix elements 
are given by 

colora 

and 

Color* 

where the factor 6 . g restricts the mode associated with the y label as 
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as indicated. The summed 2-body matrix elements are somewhat more complicated 
since they necessarily involve four magnetic quantum numbers instead of one. 
In particular, 

:m\crt 

JWj^ 

and 

+ 3 O M „ t « ^ + )»M lW i l OMjM, + \ f U M j t "Mat*-, OMjM,i -* • 

ilnvors 
balw-s 

(4.58) 

For spin-up neutrons, the corresponding expressions follow immediately from 
the relations 

^ i r j l w 1 ) S - < p | - C 3 l p > 
(4.59) 

and 

Finally, we can obtain the noeleon observables desired by combining these 
matrix elements with eqs.(4.13)-(4.15) for r Q 2» inserting the integrated 
vertex functions and energy denominators discussed above, and performing the 
sums over radial, angular momentum, and magnetic quantum numbers. 

5. Renormalization procedure 

Ferturbative expansions of a field theory can be plagued by divergences 
form two sources : the infrared behavior of the theory and its ultraviolet 
properties. Bag calculations are free of divergences of the first type since 
the finite size of the system introduces a natural low momentum cut-off 
inversely proportional to some measure of the size of the system. Ultraviolet 

file:///fUMjt
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divergences, on the other hand, which are associated with the large momentum, 
small distance properties of the system generally do occur in bag calculations 
and lead to divergences which must be removed before comparison can be made 
with empirical values. 

In free space -i.e., in the absence of finite surface boundary condi
tions-such ultraviolet divergences arise from the infinite integrals over in
termediate momenta that must be performed in diagrams containing closed loops. 
As is well known, these infinite integrals lead to divergences of logarithmic 
character in vertex corrections like the 1-body diagrams in fig.2. In finite 
cavity calculations, one must deal with a discrete rather than continuous 
spectrum of intermediate states ; however, since the density of states in the 
discrete spectrum increases with energy so as to asymptotically'approach the 
continuous spectrum at sufficiently large energies, one expects finite cavity 
calculations to exhibit the same Ultraviolet behavior as in the free space case. 
In more physical terms, one expects the small distance properties of the 
system -i.e., large energy properties - to be independent of the bag surface. 
Moreover, in second order calculations such as the present one, where the non-
abelian terms in the^QCD Lagrangian do not contribute (see discussion in 
section 2), the divergences that appear should be just like those in QED. 

It is important to recognize that the spectrum of discrete states in 
a finite cavity approaches the continuous spectrum only when the complete set 
of quantum numbers characterizing these states is considered. The level density 
of a restricted set of states -e.g., the set of all radial excitations in a 
finite number of partial waves - does not grow indefinitely with energy until 
that of the continuum spectrum is reached, but approaches a finite value charac
teristic of one or more sets of equally spaced levels. When one sums over such 
a restricted set of states, no divergences appear. Equivalently, it should be 
observed that in propagator mode expansions, the individual partial wave con
tributions are analytic, as may be seen, for example, in eq.(3.34) for G_ 
by expanding the first term in partial waves. It is only in the total propa
gator that singularities at zero separation distance manifest themselves. Thus, 
the 2-body contributions to £1'., which involve but a finite number of interme
diate angular momentum states [ see the discussion following eq.(3.29) and pre-
ceeding (3.35)1 . are free of divergences. This can be easily demonstrated ana-
lyrical ly. as pointed out in ref. , 
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The I-body vertex diagrams, on the other hand, involve an unrestricted 
sum over one angular momentum value (the remaining angular momenta are res
tricted by SU(2) coupling rules). This infinite angular momentum sum, in con
junction with the sums over quark and gluon radial excitations, leads to loga
rithmic divergences of the same type that characterize second order vertex 
corrections in QED. He have verified this conclusion analytically using the 
asymptotic expansions of the spherical Bessel functions, and have also found, 
analytically, that no higher divergences occur. A brief account of the alge
braic manipulations required appears in appendix D. 

In free space QED, logarithmic vertex divergences are typically isolated 
through the introduction ofa fictiousmassive photon in the QED. lagrangian. 
The mass of this fictious photon acts as a momentum space cut-off in the inter
mediate loop integrals, making them finite for finite cut-off values. The same 
procedure may be employed in cayity QCD in the abelian approximation and just 
amounts to the substitution 

1 1 1 
(5.1) <Wa + W , CO^ + <X>t} [00j>(A /R ) a ] V* + <*>© 

where w is the gluon energy, WQ the appropriate combination of quark energies 
for the diagram considered, and A the dimensionless cut-off mass. After making 
this substitution,we can isolate divergences in our formalism by studying the 
1-body contributions to «5r > (the expectation value of <5T with respect to 
a baryon state) as a function of A. Unfortunately, the regularizing prescrip
tion represented by (5.1) is not very convenient numerically since one must 
include intermediate states lying well above the cut-off mass to ensure that 
the sums have converged to the correct finite value for particular A. A sim
pler, numerically more efficient procedure, which we have adopted here, is to 
simply impose a step function cut-off on the dimensionless gluon spectrum, 
i.e., to sum all gluon modes up to A « E R, where E is the cut-off in the 
gluon spectrum and R the bag radius. Since our aim is not to develop a general 
formalism valid to all orders of perturbation theory, but just to obtain 
meaningful results for the one loop cavity QCD contributions to baryon obser
vables, the non-covariance of this procedure will not be a source of difficulty. 

Introduction of a cut-off in the formalism regularizes the intermediate 
state sums, but makes the calculated corrections to observables cut-off depen
dent. To obtain quantities which can be compared with empirical values we 
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we must isolate and remove this cut-off dependence.which in the limit of 

infinite cut-off mass, amounts to the absorption of divergences in an infinite 

renorraallzatlon constant, and then apply the proper finite renormalization. 

Dp to terms of order o , the baryonic expectation value of an observable can 

be expressed a* 

<r> = <r.> + < Sq«*-**> > + < &r"-b«»/> >, (5.2) 

The first two terms are convergent. Consequently, in the large A limit the 

cut-off dependence resides entirely in the 1-body correction and, as demons

trated in appendix D, must be logarithmic. Hence, we can write for large A 

< $tll*'U'',i> = CL+ bJCcg A . 
(5.3) 

If the divergent part, blog A in the limit A-»», is absorbed in the renorma

lization constant at the external operator insertion in the usual way, one is 

left with just the finite part a. This finite part cannot be directly compared 

with experiment, however, because of the scaling freedom that is always asso

ciated with a divergence ; i.e., one could write in place of eq.(5.3) 

< S P a < i . b . J / ) > = a ' * bjfcj cA 

= a. + hêoq A (5.4) 

with 

a. - ft'+ b&jc < 5 , 5 ) 

The parameters a and b in these expressions are the parameters determined nume

rically, but it is a', the finite part with the rescaling contribution removed, 

that is required for comparison with experiment. Clearly a finite renormaliza

tion is necessary here to make the formalism predictive. 

At this point, it is useful to recall a few well known results concer

ning conserved currents in renormalizable field theories. In such theories 

exactly conserved currents satisfy ward-Takahashi identities, which impose 

constraints on the renormalization constants associated with wavefunction and 

vertex renormalization. In particular, 
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Ait». X / 2 * \ -
â A l *< (5.6) 

where Z2 is the wavefunction renormalization constant and Zc the renormaliza-

tion constant at the current insertion. Eq.(5.t>) implies that each conserved 

current is governed by a single independent renormalization constant, the 

value of which is the same for all operator insertions related to that current. 

He now identify the finite part of this renormalization constant with the res-

caling parameter, log c, in eqs.(5.4) and (5.5). The fact that the renormaliza

tion quantity occurs additively in eq.(5.4) should not be cause for concern 

since in any perturbative expansion, multiplicative cancellations in the sum 

appear as additive cancellations in each order. 

Identification of log c with the renormalization quantity governing con

served currents makes our formalism predictive in that all observables related 

to a particular conserved current can be obtained from eqs.(5.2) and (5.5) once 

the rescaling parameter is determined. The problem now is to find the correct 

prescription for fixing that parameter. Two currents are relevant in the present 

calculations : the vector current consisting of isoscalar and isovector compo

nents , 

with 

¥/* * f £ S / a ? , (5.8) 

which generates the vector coupling constant, electromagnetic charge radii, 

and the baryon magnetic moments; and the axial vector current, 

g r = f ïp. v5 S/T. <$ , (5.9) 

which generates the axial coupling constant and axial charge radii. The first 

of these is generally conserved in bag models ; while in models without exterior 

Goldstone fields, such as used here, the second suffers: a discontinuity on 

the bag surface 

^ ^ i ? / * = ° m*ide (5.10a; 
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* t (5.10b) 

For the moment let us ignore this distinction and treat both currents as if 
they were exactly conserved everywhere. Then the preceding considerations 
imply that two values of log c must be determined, one for each of the two con
served currents. 

To fix the values of log c, we note that the QCD Lagrangian underlying 
the bag model exhibits a chiral SU(N-) x SD(Kf) symmetry (Nf » number of fla
vors » 2 in the present case) that relates the isovector part of the vector 
current and the axial current through the corresponding group algebra. Inside 
the cavity, where Goldstone fields are excluded, the realization of this sym
metry in the Wigner mode requires that the renormalized coupling strengths at 
the quark-current vertices .be identical for the two currents : 

Q R _ * „ 1 (5.11; 

But this condition is already satisfied in lowest order in perturbation theory 
by the renormalized vertices ; hence, the finite part of the higher order ver
tex corrections to the quark-current couplings must vanish. This means, in 
turn, that the 1-body vertex corrections to g v and g^ for baryon states must 
vanish since the baryon vertex corrections are just linear combinations of 
quark vertices antisynunetrized with respect to the three quark lines. In other 
words, 

*9«-Mr> m &i?-,~+l = o (5.12) 

so that up to order ac, the baryon coupling constants are given by 

and 
r — ,1 ° j. f 12-k.Jy) 
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where, in the first equation, the diagonality of the operator generating g 
eliminates the second order 2-body contribu tion [ see the discussion following 
eqs. (4.4)-(4.6)] . Note that the renormalization prescription here is consis
tent with the well known result that g v is not renormalized by the strong inter
actions. The axial coupling constant, on the other hand, has a contribution 
from that part of the order a term not included in the quark current vertex 
corrections,namely, the 2-bodycontribution.For the remaining observables, the 
properly renormalized second order corrections are obtained from eq.(5.5) with 
the identification, <ôT2 > = a' , and with the rescaling parameters 
fixed by the conditions, 

and 

which follow immediately from eqs.(5.12). 

The prescription outlined here is based on the assumption that the ope
rator insertions considered are all related to conserved currents. This is not 
strictly true for the axial current observables due to the surface disconti
nuities appearing in eq,(5.10b). However, as was argued previously, the ultra
violet properties of the theory -i.e., the properties relevant in renormaliza
tion considerations- should not be affected by the cavity surface ; in this 
sense, the axial current is "effectively" conserved, if not literally so. The 
same conclusion is suggested by a somewhat different line of argument. Suppose 
we had included the Goldstone degrees of freedom explicitly in our considera
tions. Then there would be no question as to the applicability of the renorma
lization scheme presented above to the axial observables, since in that case, 
the axial current would be exactly conserved everywhere. He maintain that the 
underlying assumption of the bag model -the existence of a,sharp surface sepa
rating two regions in different chiral phases- makes the renormalization pro
perties of the interior and exterior essentially independent. Thus, if the 
Goldstone phase outside the bag is suppressed, as in the present calculation, 
the renormalization properties inside the bag will not be affected. 

6. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this section we report numerical results for the order <*c corrections 
to nucléon observables obtained within the operator insertion formalism outlined 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 
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in sections 2-4. Although the formalism has been developed for equal up and 
down quark masses of arbitrary value, only the zero mass results will be pre
sented here in line with the general consensus in nucléon bag calculations 
that the renormalized u and d quark masses should be small (̂ 5-10 MeV) compared 
with the mass scale set by the bag radius (̂ .2-.5 GeV). For the color coupling 
constant and bag radius, we have adopted the MIT values , a « 0.55 and R = 
1 fm. This choice was made primarily to permit comparison with other results 
and is not meant in any way to suggest that these particular values have a 
special significance. All our results scale linearly with a and scale as a 
power of R according to the dimension of the observable considered ; in par
ticular, magnetic moments and squared charge radii vary linearly and quadrati-
cally with R, respectively, while coupling constants are independent of the 
bag radius. As in previous calculations, we have not attempted to include 
center-of-mass corrections in our results, an omission which could be signi
ficant in light of the recent results reported in ref. . To the extent that 
such corrections are non-negligible, our estimates of fluctuation corrections 
to nucléon observables should be regarded as semi-quantitative. 

Figures 3-5 display the unrenormalized 1-body corrections to various 
proton observables as a function of logA, A 5 EMAX K- F o r e a c n observable 
the total 1-body correction has been divided into the separate contributions 
from the two vertex diagrams (see fig.2) and the two parts (electric and magne
tic) of the. transverse gluon propagator, with each contribution shown indivi
dually. The results for the electromagnetic and axial charge radii,which are 
not exhibited in the figures, are very similar to those for the corresponding 
coupling constants. Note that for every contribution to each observable, the 
expected linear dependence on log A is clearly manifested at intermediate and 
large values of Checut-off and in most cases, extends down to the lower cut-off 
values as well. Thus, when individual contributions to the observables are 
considered, deviations from eq.(5.3) appear to be quite small. However, as a 
comparison of the various curves in each figure makes evident, the slopes 
of the different trajectories cancel in large measure when the individual 
contributions are summed. Hence, small deviations from a linear dependence on 
logA in the individual contributions can lead to large deviations in the sums. 

In order to avoid numerical difficulties related to this cancellation, 
we '..ive not attempted to fit directly the summed 1-body contributions to the 
observables. Instead, we determine the best fit linear in log A for each 
contribution separately, using a least squares method, and then sum the slopes 
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and intercepts of the various contributions to obtain the total slope and in
tercept [the parameters b and a, respectively, in eq.(5.3)1 for a particular 

observable. These are subsequently employed as input in the régularisation and 
renormalization procedure described in the previous section. 

These still remains - some uncertainty in this approach connected with 
how the minimum cut-off value included in the fitting program is chosen. This 
choice is not well defined because good convergence to a linear dependence on 
log Adoes not occur at the same cut-off value for different diagrams and dif
ferent observables ; i.e., the linear fits extend to lower cut-off values in 
some cases than in others. In an attempt to eliminate such uncertainties, the 
renorrnalization procedure was repeated for several different sets of cut-off 
values and the results compared. He found that the slope and intercept values 
obtained for the summed contributions to the observables do depend somewhat 
on the particular set of cut-off values employed ; in particular, as lower cut
off values are omitted, the summed slopes systematically decrease for all obser
vables, while the summed intercepts increase. The physical quantities, on the 
other hand, i.e., the renormalized values of <6T~ y > obtained from 
eq.(5.5), do not exhibit this dependence. They remain nearly constant as the 
set of cut-off values included in the fitting program is varied. Moreover, 
what minor fluctuations do occur in <6r, '>( 1.5-7%, depending on the 
observable) are not systematic, but oscillate dround a mean value ; in other 
words, the procedure yields numerically stable results for physical quantities. 

The second order corrections to nucléon observables obtained after 
adding the finite 2-body terms to the renormalized 1-body contributions are 
summarized in table I, together with the zeroth order results and the measured 
values. In some cases, the corrections arc fairly substantial but in every 
case, are much smaller than the lowest order results. This supports the under
lying concept of the bag as a bounded perturbative region within a non-pertur-
bative vacuum while, at the same time, demonstrating that effects associated 
with quantum fluctuations are non-negligible and must be included in any cal-
• culations that aim at quantitative or semi-quantitative results. 

With the exception of the neutron i-.barge radius,which appears in second 
order with the wrong sign, the magnetic moment and charge radius corrections lie 
in the direction required for agreement with experiment but are too 

small, especially the correction to che proton charge radius. By 

contrast , il,K corr<^T : ons tc, the anîii current observables increase 
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the discrepancy with experiment if compared with the lowest order results in 
the MIT bag model. It should be recalled, however, that in models that preserve 
the chiral symmetry of the underlying QCD Lagrangian, there are substantial 

2 
contributions to g, and <r A> from the Goldstone fields outside the bag. Inclu
ding these pionic contributions elevates the lowest order (in a ) results for 201 c 

the axial current observables above the empirical values ', so that the nega-
2 

tive corrections to SA a n d < r A > obtained in the present work decrease, rather 
than increase, the discrepancies with experiment. Of course, the magnitudes of 
the axial current corrections are too much small to even begin to account for 
differences with empirical values. 

The total second order correction to each observable is decomposed into 
particular contributions in table 2. Note that, except for the electromagnetic 
charge radii, the 1-body contributions are generally comparable with the 
2-body contributions and that among the 2-body contributions, neither the trans
verse nor the Coulorabic component is systematically negligible compared with 
the other. Clearly, one could not hope to obtain reliable estimates of <5F,> 
based on a limited group of second order diagrams. The neutron electromagnetic 
charge radius is a rather special case here in that it is made up entirely of 
2-body contributions in second order . As can be seen in the table, these 
2-body contributions are extremely small and sum to a result which has both 
the wrong sign and the wrong order of magnitude. 

The results of the present calculations are in substantial disagreement 
with most of the earlier results that have appeared in the literature. This is 
evident in table 3, which contains our results (MV) along with those reported 

7 21 1 81 
by Donoghue and Golowich ' ;(DG), Kobzarev, Martem'yanov, and Shchepkin 
(KMS), and Close and Horgan ' (CH). None of these previous calculations is 
complete in the sense of having included all the-order a diagrams, and in two 
cases, only a few of the observables have actually been computed. Although the 
DG calculations cover the full range of observables considered here, a direct 
comparison between the present results and those of ref. is hampered by the 
rather dissimilar formalisms employed and particularly , by the use of quite 
different propagators. These dissimilarities lead in some cases to radically 
different results for the same diagrams. Within our formalism, for example, 

This has been pointed mtr previously by Close and Horgan in ref. 
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the 1-body vertex diagrams of type B and C cancel exactly ; whereas, in the 
DG calculations, they appear to give the dominant contribution to 6T[see tableIV 
of ref.'l-Ingeneral, the corrections to observables obtained by Donoghue and 
Golowich are somewhat larger than ours and for the axial observables have the 
opposite sign. He believe these discrepancies to be due both to the peculiar 
gluon propagator employed by those authors and to their neglect of the 1-body 4 
vertex diagrams A and D, which are non-negligible and substantially alter the 
results obtained with the 2-body diagrams alone. 

Similar remarks apply to comparisons between the present results and g\' those of KMS , except that a different class of diagrams is involved . In par-
7) ticular, while Donoghue and Golowich treat only sea corrections in réf.- , 

KMS study the 3 quark-1 gluon contributions to 6T-those associated with the A 
diagrams in fig.l- and omit all contributions involving anti-quark intermediate 
states. The fact that the magnetic moment corrections obtained in these two 
calculations, representing different contributions to 6r of the same order, are 
both large but of opposite sign dramatically illustrates the danger of drawing 
definitive conclusions on the basis of limited classes of diagrams. 

9) The formalism of Close and Horgan ' is closest in spirit to the present 
one but, unfortunately, has only been applied to the calculation of one obser
vable, the neutron charge radius. The order a correction to this observable 
is made up entirely of transverse electric 2-body contributions, of which there 
are two types : a 3 quark-1 gluon contribution (A) and a "sea" contribution (B). 
Our result for the first contribution agrees roughly with the CB value for the 
neutron charge radius in table 4 ; however, the "sea" contribution to < r ™ > n 
is twice the size of the 3 quark-1 gluon contribution, and of opposite sign. 
Since Close and Horgan omit this contribution, their result has the right ma- | 
gnitude, but the wrong sign. 

The results and discussion of this, section can be summarized in the fol
lowing conclusions : 

1) In perturbative calculations of corrections to baryon observables, all 
contributions of a given order must be included to obtain sensible results. One 
major advantage of the present formalism, in our view, is the ability to gene
rate in a systematic fashion all the time-ordered diagrams in a given order with 
the correct energy denominators. 
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2) The suns over intermediate quark and gluon states lead to logarithmic 
divergences in the 1-body vertex diagrams. These divergences may he removed 
and the calculated corrections renormali2ed through a well defined procedure 
that permits comparison with experiment. 

3) Including all the relevant order a. diagrams, the results obtained for 
the order ct. quantum fluctuation corrections to nucléon observables are in 
some cases significant but in no case sufficient to account for the existing 
discrepancies between empirical values and the lowest order bag results. 
To understand these discrepancies, which in some cases are sizeable, other 
mechanisms, perhaps associated with the Goldstone fields outside the bag, are 
required. Goldstone fields, by coupling to the quark' fields on the bag surface, 

20) contribute directly to the observables considered and may also contribute 
22) indirectly by deforming the bag surface and thus perturbing the quark and 

gluon model spaces. 

As a final comment, we note that the formalism developed here could be 
straightforwardly ̂extended to systems of quarKs of unequal mass, which would then 
permit corrections to the strange baryon observables to be calculated. Since 

23) 
mesonic contribuions for these baryons are expected to be negligible , cor
rections due to gluon mediated processes assume an enhanced significance. 
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)IX A - VERTEX REDUCTION PROCEDURE 

In this appendix the procedure employed to convert the vertex functions 

'ing in eqs.(4.14) and (4.15) to expressions involving radial functions 

msor operators acting between 2-component spinor functions is described 

le detail. Wé first treat the transverse vertex functions, which are by 

e most complicated. There are four such functions. However, using the 

le - anti-particle conjugation relations, 

/ i / ; = i / % «*. 

a~« = -« s w Y*ys 7 

(A. l ) 

(A.2) 

t i n g that 

/ « r% s (A.3) 

Bjorken-Drell metric , it can be easily shown that 

* t - * £ i ?<*> = - **ï- *«<* ^ (A-4) 

(A. 5) 

t only two of the four functions need be considered. 

To separate the radial dependence from the spin and angular dependences 

se functions, we observe that the identity 

us to express the gluon wavefunction in the form 
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(A. 7) 

(ici where the coefficients C\,jJ, are given by eqs.(4.23) and (4.24) for the electric 
and magnetic nodes respectively, and the vector spherical harmonic Y.., is 
defined by eq.(3.25). For each value of V, the spherical Bessel function here 
can be factored but of the vertex functions, and the remaining parts of the 
vertex functions expanded using eqs.(3.4) and (3.5) for the quark wavefunctions. 
This yields 

and 

and 

for 

(A.8) 

* >£<*•'*»<£• * r t ' ~ V > * ) tyft ] (A.9) 
with 

a«^o ( 4», ̂ } 0 » ^ (p*r) ̂  (fj.r) . ( A > 1 0 ) 

Making use of the spin matrix identities, 

<<r*> <?•*}<£•*) = f s t e a l - ^ s-a (A.i2) 

S{S*? H 3^.i)f 5 . i) - y. 4 , CA.13) 
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and introducing the quark radial functions defined by eqs.(4.16)~(4.18), we 

then obtain expressions 

(A.14) 

and 

(A.15) 

which are identical to eqs.(4.20) and (4.21) in section 4, once the gluon radial 

functions and the sums over V have been restored. 

The other vertex functions cap be handled in a similar manner. Since 

the Coulomb vertices and that involving the electromagnetic charge radius 

operator are identical in spatial structure aside from a radial function, 

we will not consider the Coulomb functions explicitly. As in the case of the 

transverse vertices, the number of independent external vertex functions is 

limited by the particle - anti-particle conjugation relations, eqs.(A.l) and 

(A.2). In particular, combining these relations with eq.(A.3) and the commuta

tion properties of the Dirac matrices, we obtain 

/ïfc fy„> ^&) = -&„ rtf„) K«&> 

and 

for the magnetic moment operator defined by eq.(4.46) and 

^ r ^ fe) « a* r û cs) 

(A.16) 

(A. 17) 

(A.18) 

and 
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for any of the other operators defined by eqs.(4.45),(4.47) and (4.48). 

The radial dependences of the V operators trivially factor out of the 

external vertex functions, which may then be expanded as before using eqs.(3.4) 

and (3.5). This yields expressions analogous to eqs.(A.8) and (A.9) for the 

transverse vertex functions but involving different vertex operators and 

different combinations of the quark radial functions. By using the spin matrix 

identities, 

<**£)<£•*) = i&ff'*»*-*! (A.20) 

and 

eg-*)(xx£)(&*) = ( s : * * * ' (A.21) 

(A.23) 

together with those already given, we can convert these expressions to the 

desired form : K 

W*f ~ [^tr)+ -fêCT)] ^-^, (A.22) 

+ f£< r> ï - + 5 f JT,ê,î ^ f J (A.26) 

(A.24) 

(A.25) 
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APPENDIX B - REDUCED MATRIX ELEMENTS 

To evaluate the reduced matrix elements in the integrated vertex func

tions, given by eqs.(4J0)-(4.36) and eqs.(4.50)-(4.54), we proceed in two 

steps. First the tensor operators that appear in the matrix elements are 

expanded in series of irreducible operators ; then the reduced matrix elements 

of these irreducible operators are evaluated by standard techniques, as descri

bed, for example, in ref. '. For the transverse vertices, there are four 

operators to consider, each involving the vector spherical harmonic, 

and some combination of Pauli spin matrices and the unit vector x. To expand 

the first of these, we combine the definition above with the relation 

x « PTZn Z V^c») ô* (B.2) 

and use the orthogonality of the spherical unit vectors, ê_. This yields 

Y ... • * = JTFTï Z (tW lm"U«) Y&, Y4m* (B.3) 

or in a more abbreviated notation, 

Similarly, 

<B.5) 

The other two operators are somewhat more complicated. To obtain the appropriate 

expansion of ia.(Y„„, xft), we use the identity 
Jwt m 

to write 

•t^ro^w» " •* 
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Then 

x Z (4w1dw»Uni*) Y <rWi 

Recoupling the angular momenta in this expression yields an alternative 

expansion with the spin and orbit."! .Tts separated explicitly. In particular, 

where 
A _ _ _ , 

/ s fâï+ 4. . (B.10) 

For the operator s^a>Yooi„^> following a similar procedure and using the addition 

theorem for spherical harmonics, we obtain 

sit. U? - « « " S ï ï ^ k î î ? BvWiri>»> 
The equations above represent the transverse function tensor operators 

as linear combinations of irreducible operators of the form &o o r £ 9«i 901 m . 

where <9 „ is some combination of spherical harmonics. To obtain the reduced 

matrix elements required in the construction of the transverse functions, we 

need to evaluate the reduced matrix elements of these irreducible operators. 

Since the spin and orbital parts of the operators have been separated, their 

reduced matrix elements are factorizable in the spin and orbital spaces ; i.e., 

«it'Mwè. Hh%)rfi^ = c-><«+*+ £ +* £ £ {*« * &? (B.i2) 
/* ( ̂  4* * S 

f t fl nl ") 

The spin matrix element here is simply 
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(B.14) 

while the orbital matrix elements are given by 

</-* yA H v = c-)*<*rr f c i£; ( £ / £ ) (B..5) 
for the simple operator, <£« » Yfem^* a n d 

a.i( vY^y up -c->****4/ j f § £ # 
xaiYi t i ' '><^^if, i> 

- c-) ^ - C ^ u i i - v r j k j e a ' i i o o ^ o o b y (B.i6) 

for the coupled operator, § . * [Y} 8 Y. ] . Forming linear combinations of 

these reduced matrix elements according to eqs.(B.3),(B.4),(B.9) and (B.ll), 

we then obtain the reduced matrix elements occurring in eqs.(4.33) and> (4.34) 

for the transverse functions. 
«. 

The reduced matrix elements associated with the external operator 

vertices are just special cases of the transverse function reduced matrix 

elements and hence, can be written down immediately : 

- M ^ + I + H / T T -r l'/a^^p c (B.18) 

= - / s T ^ i f &% î?<A,iv4ip<'Àii$flfc>, ( B- 1 9 ) 

( a- a> 1 ) 
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APPENDIX C - COLOR-FLAVOR MATRIX ELEMEBTS 

Here we discuss the color-flavor matrix elements required in the eva
luation of the r Q2 expectation values in some detail, concentrating on the 
proton matrix elements ; the corresponding neutron matrix elements are simply 
related to these through eqs.(4.60) and (4.61) in section 4. Within the present 
formalism, color and/or flavor dependence occurs in three places : in the color 
matrices associated with the gluon vertices, in the flavor matrices associated 
with the operator insertions, and in the quark field creation and destruction 
operators that appear in the expression for I*-- [eqs.(4.13)-(4.!5)]. Let us 
first consider the color matrices. Since the operator insertion at point x does 
not carry color, the colors associated with the quark lines on either side of 
this insertion must be identical. Consequently, if we introduce color indices 
a,b,c, and d, corresponding to the quark lines labelled a,6,Y. and 6 in fig.2, 
the color factor arising from the color matrices is just 

* « b ^ c d = 2 ( &ai &k* " 3 S»J> Sod) . (C.I) 

For the 1-body contributions to VQ2, b-c, and this expression reduces to 

where the repeated index c has been summed over. 

The flavor matrices of relevance for the static nucléon observables 
are the isospin matrix, t-, and the quark charge matrix Q, related to T, and 
the unit flavor matrix by 

<? * 4/6 ( 4+3T 3 ) m (c.3) 

All three flavor matrices, 4 > T3> a n d Q> a r e diagonal ; hence, their action 
at the external vertex, i.e., the vertex where the operator insertion is made, 
' can be represented by a combination of flavor 6-functions. For the unit matrix 
and T_, these combinations are 6 + ô„ , and 6_ - 6\. . , respectively, 3 o.u a,a ot-u ct-d r " 
where a. is the flavor associated with the a quark line. Since gluons do not 
carry flavor, the $ and a flavors are identical, as are the Y and 6 flavors. 
In the 1-body terms, the gluon is emitted and reabsorbed by the same quark ; 
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hence, all four quark lines must carry the same flavor for these terms. 

The quark field operators in eqs.(4.14) and (4.15) contribute color 

and flavor dependences to the matrix elements through their action on the 

proton wavefunctions. To extract these dependences, we express the normalized, 

antisymmetric proton wavefunction in second quantized form, 

|p> = §1. fbLcu^a, tW.WV-WW>*> tf«*/U»0 t W , 0 , <C4) 

where e is the completely antisymmetric tensor of rank three, b. (u,+,a) 

creates a quark in the IS mode with flavor u, spin projection up, and color a, 

and |0> represents the perturbative vacuum ; and then apply the usual normal 

ordering procedure to contract the creation and destruction operators in the 

proton wavefunction and conjugate wavefunction with those in the quark fields. 

This yields a series of 6-function products restricting the possible spin 

projection - flavor - color combinations, which has to be multiplied by the 

factors arising from the color and flavor matrices to obtain the required color -

flavor matrix elements. For the 1-body contributions to IV,,» the result, after 

summing over color and noting that a, « y„, is 

' (C.5) 

where 6 l c restricts the sum over modes. When the flavor sums are carried out, Y» IÏ> 
this reduces to the pair of equations, 

colors 

which, in combination with eq.(C3), yield 

fUvori 

and 
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favors ' ' ' ' * (C.8) 
colors 

For the 2-body contributions to r_,, the corresponding color-summed 
expression i s 

= a JL*i" •*#***••- isa»,Scj)(v *s^) t/ttjp> 

T 2 W ^ { ^ 
(C.9) 

r ~ , * , 

where the abbreviated notation 

^*4 %••'•*.!* ~ ^ * ^ * " " ^ « U X (CIO) 

has been employed. Summing this result over the a,8,Y. and S flavors and using 
eq.(C3) yields 

x w <Pib;i,;(xiVAH/si»sip> = § [ ( ^ M M + a i g # v 
+ Z * « « 4 0 M r f ) fcjyuu&MjMy + ( & * U M y > t -SMrftSMy+ 

~ * » * * &*»-») *> M < f c M > , S M > M - j S ^ Y i , * » CC11) 

and eqs.(4.58) and (4.59) in section 4. 

flavors 
os to «S 
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APPENDIX D - LOGARITHMIC DIVERGENCES IN VERTEX DIAGRAMS 

In this appendix we address analytically the question of logarithmic 
divergences in the l-body vertex contributions to 6T, depicted in fig.2. For 
the sake of brevity, our considerations will be confined to just one of the two 
diagrams - that with an intermediate particle line, labelled A in fig.2- and 
to just the electric part of the transverse gluon propagator. The angular 
momentum structure associated with this contribution is especially simple, so 
that the essential points of the analysis can be exhibited in a relatively 
straightforward fashion . He will demonstrate two results explicitly : first, 
that the divergences arising from the complete set of configurations of states 
are of at most the same order as those associated with a particular set of 
configurations ; second, that the divergences connected with this particular 
set are exactly logarithmic. 

The transverse electric contribution to diagram A is easily obtained 
by picking out the appropriate term in eq.(4.15) and restricting the K sum 
to just the electric term. Specifically, 

* (b/ \«X° by), CD.l) 
(1) 

where the energy denominator, d (A) , is given by eq.(4.9) and the subscripts 
specified in fig.2. The color matrices here contribute an overall numerical fac
tor of no relevance in the study of divergence properties and hence, will be 
ignored in what follows. 

Let us examine the various spatially integrated vertex functions in 
eq.(D.l) in some detail, beginning with the quark-gluon vertex functions. 
These are given by eq.(4.30), subject to the restrictions S » a, 6" Y, and 
K • E. Due to the creation and annihilation operators appearing in (D.l), only 
those configurations where the y-quarks occupy the 1SJ/2 mode will contribute 
to the expectation value of ?Q2' *^ w e imP°se this restriction in eq.(4.33) 
and substitute the result in eq.(4.30) using eq.(4.23), the product of inte
grated quark-gluon vertices becomes 
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+ <f il « g- -• Y,t y * H S.A > tfJVf, lSji i n«)][<5 n H & • x H <* > 

*#"'(•«** »««intt) +<SJfclH£-Vi»KÉIit> «J'eWa.rfinttvl (D.2) 

with the radial integrals, &- and W t )and the factor .G^-™ (Ĵ My " l/2My) 

defined by eqs.(4.35) and (4.29), respectively. The reduced matrix elements 

here may be easily evaluated using the formulae given in appendix B. Those mul

tiplying vanish due to parity considerations, while the others are given 

by 

with 3^ B j^ + Va >„ fov A„ = ± 1 . 

The vertex Structure associated with the external operator insertions 

depends upon the particular operator considered. For two of the operators 

-those generating the vector coupling constant and the electromagnetic charge 

radius- the spatially integrated vertex functions are especially simple. In 

particular, neglecting the charge dependence, which is irrelevant here, we 

have 

\ A\ o^s) rsy°Ui(v = ff*c-,f > S ^ 6 M < M - S ^ 
(D.4) 

for S - 0,2 where 

<£*<*,0 = ^ J r r S + a [ f ^ t r ) + - f ; f c r ) ] , ( D . 5 ) 

0 T 
with the radial functions f and f defined by eqs.(4.16) and (4.17). For 

operators of this form,the trivial angular momentum dependence permits the 

magnetic quantum numbers sums in eq.(D.l) to be performed immediately. We need 

not concern ourselves with the sum over My since it never consists of more 

than two terms. Of the two remaining sums (over M, and M. ), one is 
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restricted by the i-function in (D.4), while the other essentially eliminates 

the factor *£,_,„ i-n eq.(D.2).Carrying out these sums and collecting together 

the expressions obtained thus far then reduces I".,, for the operators genera

ting gy and <r| M

> > to the simple form 

» A / 3

U ' a « 7 (f, *S ; YitS) a+Us,otinti)$S Ĉ.-f ) , 

where the states associated with labels a and g are to be summed over both the 

angular momentum and radial quantum numbers and those associated with label f 

over the radial modes only. 

To extract the divergence properties of T.. from this expression, 

we must study the asymptotic behavior of the radial integrals. The most straight

forward procedure is to insert the asymptotic form of the spherical Bessel 

functions, given by 

y> * ~* ——*• <-)*/a- «'» 2 /? -for tvtn & 

<_>«•«/» c o s z / i f o r o d c J Qf (0.7) 

directly into the expressions that define these integrals. For the integral 
s * 

R-.(ct,f) we then obtain, in the large energy limit, 

0 \ y C « , t ) ' > HsUU j r s [5 iA cû 4r &t*iCAJfr + oo& «^r casc^r } d r 

- Tc^R>«^i)
 R 5- V " - * - ^ -2 < ^ R _ M*R i s z J. (D.8) 

This expression can be further reduced by employing the quark boundary condi

tion, eq.(3.S), which at large energies assumes the form 

5iv» < <*>«,k R ) = i- ) "* cos tOo„k R } 
(D.9) 

for Î. .« £+V. , A. - ±1. Eq.(D.9) has the simple solution . ^ 

• < • * 
<*%k R = tn«(4 + t - i V * 3 t , (0.10) 
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indicating that at fixed values of the gluon angular momentum £ and the quan
tum number X , , the dimensionless quark spectrum approaches a set of equally 
spaced levels with separation ir as the energy grows large. Using this result 
in eq.(D.8), we find 

+ (2/7C,Xl-^)i|il(r)"/n* , (D.l!) 

where the integer n in the second term is defined by the asymptotic relation 

coi, R - co, R S vire. . 
* (D.12) 

c 
In eq. (D.ll)thecontributions £o.S!„ have been separated into two parts : 

the diagonal contributions with w,- w given by the first term and the non-
diagonal contributions with u, i w given by the second tern. By virtue of 
eq.(D.12) and the 6-functions in eq.(D.4), the number of non-diagonal contri
butions in the interval An for each diagonal contribution is proportional to An. 
Since each non-diagonal contribution is weighted by a factor (-)n/n2 relative 
to the diagonal ones and since the series E _(-) /n 2 converges, it follows 

n m— 
that the second term in eq.(D.ll) can lead to divergences of at most the same 
order as those arising from the first term. Thus, to extract the divergence 
behavior of r o 2» it suffices to consider the first term only. With this res
triction and insertion of the relation, 

(D.13) 
eq.(D.10) reduces to 

/VH d;™ [ « * <-.f » ] = R s i« a - f ««» ) . ( D - , 4 ) 

««>,,-». «o 0 " • 

Let us now consider the radial integrals associated with.the quark-
gluon vertices. These are considerably more complicated but can still be hand
led through the same procedure. Employing the asymptotic forms, eqs.(D.7), in 
the equation defining $ + , eq.(4.35), we obtain 
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- &*(«.* + o»,si?)] + f-)
1 i^=J2a. [& ( W + R . w„ s R) _Sf («+(?+ w«R)]?(D.i5) 

«here the energies u>- and io+ are defined by 

6 0 + = «A3O ± «>„, (D.16) 

and the sine integrals by 

Vm i / î J î . (D.17) 

o 
The sine integral differences occuring here can be well approximated by the 

relation 

(2«o 4 SRr*[St(wR-w«R) - Si (<«R+«»4,R) ] 

_ _ _J r M-w R aiw (coR* 4 > i 

= S R [ TÏ? <**«*> j"l<««R) - S'M^-R) j,(«»^K)] (D.18) 

provided | to ]»«._. In the large energy limit, this condition is always satis

fied for co " U) . For <•> » ti>_ it is equivalent to the condition that the 

quark and gluon energies in the intermediate states be widely separated. For 

such configurations, using eqs.(D.13) and (D.18) and imposing the ground state 

boundary condition, the product of radial integrals at the quark-gluon vertices 

assumes the form 

L\« &"*<«, IS ; v.« ) $*Va*,* i nil ) 

«• _ 4 _ F J ^ ^ B L -I. ftCt̂ g»tO-fl?) , fjfo+R) 1 (D.19) 
(«jR)1 L «W-RI 1 "•" tOo-R)(W+lO (W +R)* J' 
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where the functions f., f_,and f, are linear combinations of trigonometric 
products with arguments <i)_R and u+-R. If w.and to are comparable so that 
|U)-|'VJ),<5» the sine integral difference involving u>_ in eq.(D.15) is of the or
der of unity, and the terms involving w, can be neglected compared with the 
b)_ terms. In that case, we get, in place of (D.19), simply 

«-„*<». J ' (D.20) 

Comparison of this expression with the previous one leads to a conclu
sion analogous to that arrived at before in connection with the diagonal and 
non-diagonal terms in aq.(D.ll). We note first that the asymptotic form of the 
gluon boundary condition in the transverse electric modes, 

COS (WjR) = JPACO-R) sinOWjR) fa t v e . n % 
(D.21a) 

and 

Sin (tOjfO = - J? / (W 3 R) cosico^) fa odd k , ( D - 2 1 b > 

obtained from eq.(3.26) using (D.7), yields a gluon radial excitation spectrum 
of the form 

C C U M J J ? ) ~ * ( i ) + V»1C (D.22) 

for fixed SL and large values of n. Thus, the spacing between successive radial 
excitations in the gluon spectrum, as well as in the quark spectrum [ c f . 
eq.(D.lO)] , approaches a constant at high energies. Since only one of the inter
mediate angular momenta can be varied without restriction, due to the SU(2) 
coupling rules, it then follows that the number of configurations in the interval 
Au)_. with different quark and gluon energies, for each configuration with appro
ximately equal energies depends linearly onAui_.But, according to eqs.(D.19) 
and (D.20), the to ^ u configurations are each weighted by a denominator 
factor quadratic in the energy relative to the equal energy configurations. 
Consequently, they cannot lead to more rapid divergences than those arising 
from the ui"Vi u„ configurations and need not be considered further. 
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This completes the first part of our analysis. We have shown, by exa
mining the asymptotic behavior of the radial integrals, that contributions 
to r 0 2 from the full set of configurations of states diverge no faster than 
those from the particular set with to. " u

c/ x << 1
e' I e still remains to determine 

what divergence behavior is associated with this particular set of configura
tions. In the high energy limit, their contribution to T-, is given by eq.(D.6) 
after inserting the asymptotic forms for the radial integrals', eqs.(D.14) 
and (D.20), and appropriately restricting the quark state sums. Specifically, 

^R*I ^V^rta^r4a^„ Iw{2e+i-\,)(i-ts,a) ( D.2 2 ) 

with only the gluon quantum numbers n and S, still to be summed over. For 
the factor d£ n i A ) , we employ eq.(4.9) with the energy u » <i)lg neglected 
and the remaining quark energies approximately equated with u> , i.e., 

Use of the asymptotic relation, 

Aim "a* n j * (3>.24) 
wj-v» <« R> a X * 

(1A-TE) 
then reveals that the divergence properties of r_ 2 are governed by 
the quantity 

We now fix I, employ eq.(D.22) to approximate the radial spectrum, and replace 
the sum over n by «in integral over dn. This yields 

Since the function a(H) depends linearly on S, in the limit of large i, it is 
evident that the remaining sum in eq.(P.26) diverges logarithmically, which 
establishes the claim made in section 4. 
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For the sake of brevity and clarity, we have considered here only 
a single contribution to observables derived from a jingle operator. This 
particular case was relatively straightforward to treat due to its very 
simple angular momentum structure. By contrast , the angular momentum struc
ture associated with the other operators -those generating the magnetic moments and 
axial current observables- as well as that associated with the remaining 
contributions to F. , is considerably more complicated. However, because the 
sum over intermediate states involves but one independent angular momentum 
variable, its divergence properties do not depend on the particular angular 
momentum structure characterizing particular observables and diagrams. 
Rather, it is the asymptotic behavior of the radial integrals and the parti
cular form of the energy denominators, which remain substantially the same 
from one diagram to the next and for different operator choices, that fix 
divergence properties in our formalism. 
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TABLE CAPTIONS 

Table 1 : Calculated and empirical results for the squared electromagnetic 
charge radii in fm2, the nucléon magnetic moments in nuclear magne
tons, the axial vector coupling constant, and the squared axial 
charge radius in fm2. For each observable, VQ is the lowest order 
hadronic bag result (without pions),Sr, the order a c correction 
obtained in the present work, and r the empirical value. The 
subscripts p and n refer to protons and neutrons respectively. 
,* ̂  * r 18,19) Data from refs. ' . 

Table 2 : Contributions to the order a corrections to nucléon observables 
• c 

given in tabl e !. 

Table 3 : Comparison of the order a. corrections to nucléon observables ob
tained in the present work (MV) with those obtained in refs. ' 
(DG), ref. ' (KMS), and ref. ' (CH). Notation and units as in 
table I. 
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r 
o 

«r r + fir 
o exp 

< r L " p 0.53 .062 .059 0.81 

**«>» 0 .008 .008 ' - - 1 2 

vv 1.93 .33 2.26 2.79 

" Q 
- 1 . 2 8 - . 3 6 - 1 . 6 4 -1 .91 

«A 1.09 - . 0 6 9 1.02 1.25 

<> O.SO - .013 0.48 0 .7 

Table 1 

I 



2-body 
Coulomb 

2-body 
TE 

1-body 
transverse 

t o t a l 
correct ion 

KMV .066 - . 0 0 4 .062 

6<th?n .008 .008 6<th?n .008 .008 

"VD 

j * * .175 .33 

uVc. 
-.103 - .137 - . 1 2 - . 3 6 

6*A - . 0 2 6 - . 0 4 3 - . 069 

•5<r*r-
A 

.060 - .021 - . 0 5 7 - . 0 1 8 

TABLE 2 

I 



4 

MV DG KMS CH 

s<i?v .062 .12 - -

*&>« .008 - . 007 - - . 0 0 6 

% .33 .59 - . 2 7 -

• % - . 3 6 - . 3 7 .18 -

«*A , - . 069 .32 - . 1 5 -

' *£ - . 0 1 8 .07 - -

Table 3 

! 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig.l Non-vanishing, time ordered contributions to I" with the flow of 
time directed left to right. Straight lines oriented right and left 
represent quarks and anti-quarks respectively. Gluons are represented 
by wiggly lines, operator insertions by dashed lines. 

Fig.2 Correspondence of lines and mode labels. Notation and diagram labelling 
as in fig.l. 

Fig.3 Unrenormalized l-body contributions to the order a c correction to g v 

as a function of log A. The labels diag A and diag D refer to the cor
responding l-body diagrams in fig.2, while TE and TM refer to the trans
verse electric and magnetic parts of the gluon propagator. Note that 
the solid lines here and in figs.4 and 5 are intended solely as guides 
for the eye ; they are not necessarily the best linear fits through 
the numerically obtained points. 

Fig.A Unrenormaiized l-body contributions to the order a c correction to u p 

as a function of log A . Labelling as in fig.3. 

Fig.5 Unrenormalized l-body contributions to the order a correction to 
g A as a function of log A. Labelling as in fig.3. 
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